
TL 9000 Informational Alert

1. Originating Workgroup: 2. Alert Number:

Workgroup: Integrated Global Quality Requirements & Measurements

Contact:  Tom Yohe (thomas.f.yohe@alcatel.com)
05-001A

3. Documentation Affected: 4. Issue Date:
TL 9000 Measurements Handbook Release 3.5 2005/02/21

5. Reason for Alert:
Announce the publication of a technique which may be used to estimate the value of FRs
(number of normalized units) under certain special conditions.

6. Description:
For those product categories where the Normalized One Year Return Rate normalization factor
FRs) is the number of network elements or systems, a reporting problem can occur with mature
products.  This problem occurs when the number of new systems being shipped drops off, but
the number of field replaceable units being shipped to fill out existing systems stays high.  The
QuEST Forum White Paper, “Estimating Equivalent Number of NEs,” details a method which
may be used to estimate FRS when this problem occurs.

7. Comments:
Please see the White Paper attached for a full description of the problem, the solution, and the
conditions where it applies.  This paper is also available on the QuEST Forum Web site under
“TL 9000 Changes and Updates”.  The direct link is:
http://www.questforum.org/tl9000/tl_changes.htm

http://www.questforum.org/tl9000/tl_changes.htm


QuEST Forum – White Paper – February 2005

Estimation of Equivalent Number of Network Elements

1. Problem
The normalization factor for the Normalized One-Year Return Rate (NYR) is the number of
normalization units that fall within the One-Year Return Rate (YRR) shipment period.   For
those TL 9000 Product Categories where this normalization factor is the number of network
elements (NEs)  or systems,  this can  lead to a problem for mature products.  At some point
in the life cycle of many products, the new hardware being shipped is being used to fill out  or
expand existing systems and not to create new systems.  This can lead to a situation where
the product has a substantial YRR Field Replaceable Unit (FRU) population, but few or even
no new systems shipped in the YRR period.   This then leads to a greatly distorted
normalization factor.  It could even become non-reportable if it was zero.  The following
provides a method to estimate an equivalent NE number based on the YRR FRU population.
This in turn allows the calculation of a reasonable and comparable NYR figure.

2. Solution
This method yields an estimated “equivalent” number of Network Elements for reporting as
the NYR normalization factor (FRs) for products subject to the problem described above.
The estimate is based on other TL 9000 data elements.  These elements are the number of
FRU’s in the Early Return Index (ERI) , YRR and Long Term Return (LTR) populations and
the total number of NEs that make up this overall population.   The TL 9000 identifier terms
for these values are FRsi (ERI FRUs), FRsy (YRR FRUs), FRst (LTR FRUs), and NPRs
(Normalization Units used for NPR Measurement where the normalization units are network
elements or systems).

The estimate itself is straight forward.  First the average number of FRUs per network
element is calculated.  Then this average is applied to just the YRR FRU population to come
up with the equivalent number of YRR network elements that quantity of FRUs represents.
The equations for this are:

# of FRU’s per NE = (FRsi + FRsy + FRst) / NPRs

Equivalent NEs = (FRsy) / (# of FRU’s per NE) = FRs

If the population of network elements being tracked in the NPR measurement is different than
the population being tracked by the FRU Return measures, then NPRs will need to be
adjusted to account for the total number of network elements included in the overall FR
population.    One example of this would be where a customer does not return units to the
organization for repair, but does send in problem reports.

This technique can also be applied when the NYR normalization unit is “system”.  It can only
be used for those product categories where the NYR normalization unit is “network element”
or “system”.  It can only be used on mature products where new units being shipped are
primarily going into existing systems.

3. Example
ERI, YRR, and LTR FRU populations are 5,000 (FRsi), 10,000 (FRsy) and 185,000 (FRst)
units respectively.  The total count for the network elements included in the FR population is
500 (NPRs).    The number of FRUs per NE would therefore be:
# of FRUs per NE = (5000+10000+185000)/500 = 400 FRUs/NE

And the equivalent number of NEs that may be used for FRs is:

Equivalent NEs = 10000/400 = 25 NEs (FRs)
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